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West Michigan Photo Opportunities This Summer,
Scapes Coming in September by Diane Durand, GRCC President
Many things go on behind the scenes here at the Grand Rapids Camera Club. One of those is
the board of directors meeting. At these meetings, the board discusses many topics and ideas to
improve the club. One result of the last board meeting was the formation of a new competition
category. Our new category will be Scapes (landscapes, seascapes, and cityscapes). A “scape” is
defined as “a view or picture of a specific type i.e. cityscape”. The board felt that landscape
images did not seem to be appreciated by the judges when they were included in the nature or
open categories. Competition in the new category will begin in September. Look for more
information about the new category on our website over the summer.
Many of our members will travel far and wide over the summer. Some may stay closer to home,
but spend more time out and about enjoying the season. Wherever you go, don’t forget to take
your camera!!
If you are staying close to home, I encourage you to explore all that the area has to offer:
Blues on the Mall Concerts
have resumed again this year at Rosa Parks Circle downtown.
The 5th Annual State Games of Michigan
will be held at various venues around Grand Rapids from June 19-28.
The deadline for registration is June 12.
July starts with the Battle Creek Festival of Flight.
August brings the sweltering dog days of summer and
the SWMCCC Summer School of Photography at Hope College July 30 through August 2.
Near the end of summer, 28th Street will become the place to be to see cars of all types
when the 11th Annual Metro Cruise comes to town.
As the weather gets hotter, it is the perfect time to head up north or
take a trip to the lakeshore to beat the heat.
Our state has so much to offer for residents, visitors and especially
photographers. Enjoy the summer. Travel safely. See you all in September!!

GRCC Election Results
The results of our 2015 Board of Directors election are in...
President: Diane Durand; Vice-President of Programs: Jan Lewis; Secretary: Kathy Kendall;
and Directors: Michael Koole, Steve Port and Mike Wendling. Congratulations to all!
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Competition Corner

by Jeanne Quillan, Competition Chair and Coordinator

How a Judge Evaluates Your Image

If you read my article last month, I polled our judges and asked why they would give an image a
lower score. If you missed it, check it out in the May issue of the L & S on our website. This month,
I will review what criteria a judge should use when scoring your image.
We utilize three judges at our meetings for the print and digital competitions. Each judge awards a
score from 1 to 5. The sum of the 3 judges becomes your final score. Here is how it breaks down:
5) A judge’s highest score. A five is an image of highest quality in all technical and compositional
respects, with impact. Impact is exhibited when a photograph is striking and has an immediate and
strong effect on those viewing it.
4) An above-average image. An image is excellently lighted and superbly composed with no noticeable technical flaws in such things as focus, color, slanted horizon, distracting backgrounds, or empty
foregrounds. All elements of the image work together.
3) An average image. This image is properly exposed, correctly focused and has good composition.
It is acceptable, but does not generate any special interest or stir emotions. Technical flaws are not
immediately obvious.
2) Below-average image. The image exhibits technical flaws in such areas as exposure, focus and
composition.
1) Well-below-average image. Exhibits several technical flaws.
I was pleased to see the scores from our May Competition, there were many high scores and
deservedly so. I always encourage the judges to give a score of 5 when the image is of great quality.
There also were a few images that received a score of 8 or below. This means that one or more of the
judges gave it a score of 2, because the image exhibited technical flaws. The truth be known, when
I train the judges, I encourage them to be courageous enough to give a score of 2 when the image is
not of good quality. A judge should not give inflated “feel good” scores and should realize that his or
her unwillingness to give the low score that is deserved often results in the deflation of another whose
work truly deserved the higher score. That maker is now having his or her work placed in the same
category as a decidedly worse image. True learning does not come from false complements, but
honest appraisals. This information and much more can be found in the document “Judging Guidelines” available on the Documents and Forms page of our website.

Coming Soon - “Scapes”!

Beginning with the September Competition, we will be adding another category to the monthly
competition called “SCAPES”. This will include all types of scenery - landscapes, seascapes,
cityscapes, etc. We hope that by judging these types of images separately, there will be more
latitude in their scores. More information to come in the September issue of the L & S. In the
meantime, have a great summer and be sure to bring back lots of ‘scapes’ for future competitions!
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Meeting Presentation: Overview of Michigan
by Rebecca Long, MBPN
Barn Preservation Network
For preservationists, the importance of photography cannot be overstated. Not only does it offer
them the opportunity to artistically represent the timeless beauty of a structure, in some cases
capturing a lost building art, but often it’s the best resource at their disposal to document the
existence of our architectural history before it becomes a victim of progress, circumstance, or time.
Join Rebecca as she explains the important role that photography plays in Michigan
Barn Preservation Network’s Michigan Barn and Farmstead Survey. She will present
a brief history of MBPN, including an overview of their work. Rebecca will talk about
the MBPN’s Michigan Barn and Farmstead Survey, and their near-twenty-year effort
to document Michigan’s built agricultural history (in order to preserve a record of its
existence and a visual history for perpetuity).

Looking for an Interesting Summer Read?

by Jan Lewis

If you enjoy reading Steve Port’s monthly column “Timed Exposure” in our newsletter, you may want to read Roger Watson and Helen Rappaport’s book entitled
Capturing the Light. The review below, written by Rick Roche, gives you an idea
of what to expect. The book is available at local bookstores, online and through
the Kent District Library.
Capturing the Light is an intimate look at the journeys of two men—a gentleman scientist and a visionary artist—as they struggled to capture the world
around them, and in the process, invented modern photography.
During the 1830s, in an atmosphere of intense scientific enquiry fostered
by the industrial revolution, two quite different men—one in France, one in
England—developed their own dramatically different photographic processes in total
ignorance of each other’s work. These two lone geniuses—Henry Fox Talbot in the seclusion of
his English country estate at Lacock Abbey, and Louis Daguerre in the heart of post-revolutionary
Paris—through diligence, disappointment and sheer hard work, overcame extraordinary odds to
achieve the one thing man had for centuries been trying to do—to solve the ancient puzzle of how
to capture the light, and in so doing make nature ‘paint its own portrait’. With the creation of their
two radically different processes—the Daguerreotype and the Talbotype—these two giants of early
photography changed the world and how we see it.
Drawing on a wide range of original, contemporary sources and featuring plates in colour, sepia and
black and white, many of them rare or previously unseen, Capturing the Light by Roger Watson and
Helen Rappaport charts an extraordinary tale of genius, rivalry and human resourcefulness in the
quest to produce the world’s first photograph.
Continued on page 4 - See Capturing the Light
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Capturing the Light - Continued from page 3

ROGER WATSON is a world authority on the early history of
photography. He is currently the Curator of the Fox Talbot
Museum at Lacock Abbey.
HELEN RAPPAPORT is a historian with a specialization in the
nineteenth century. She is the author of eight published books.

Steve Port’s

Timed Exposure
A Bit of Photographic History

Early Wooden Tripods
Were Heavy, and
Gave Photographers
A Serious Workout!

Once on a downtown night photo walk, the session leader asked
me why I wasn’t shooting with my tripod. My smart aleck
response was that I hadn’t even taken off my polarizer yet.
Yeah, I really should have been using a tripod, but I was kind
of lazy, I guess. I like to think of it as understanding when you
can break the “rules” and when you can’t.
Back at the dawn of photography it was much, much harder to
cut photographic corners and still “get the shot.” This was well
before shutter speeds of 1/8,000 or ISOs over 200,000. Proper
depth of field and sharpness often dictated something like f64.
And, oh yes, the camera and lens weighed a ton. You bet a
tripod was mandatory! But, other physical limitations intervened as well. Portrait photographers needed subjects to stay
still for over 30 seconds sometimes. They devised metal or
wooden supports they could conceal inside the subjects’
clothing or behind them just out of sight. Dead or stuffed
animals worked better than live. Post battle scenes had to
substitute for real action. Birds on the wing – just couldn’t be
done. Candle light – not possible. Indoor grandchildren shots
– it was better to hire a painter. And on and on we go.

Obviously, early tripods were eons before the ubiquity of aircraft aluminum or carbon fiber.
Oak or other hard woods were and still are sufficiently durable, and damp vibrations very
well. Put this together with that brute of a field camera/lens, and you are looking at a
serious workout. Take it all up a mountain trail in slippery conditions and you see how
really dedicated these early photographers were.
I am ever so grateful to live in this age. I think I’d be hunting down a new hobby if history
had progressed just a little differently. And, by the way, hats off to you tripod guys with
your field cameras. You da’ man!
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GRCC Image of the Month

by Jeanne Quillan

This digital entry from the previous month’s competition was chosen the Image of the Month.
This image appealed to me (and may not necessarily be the image that scored the highest).
Next month’s image will be chosen by a different member.

“It’s a Long Story” by Steve Port
ABOUT THE PHOTO:
Sometimes old vehicles can become cliché,
even when they are presented in all their
colorful, rusty glory. My attempt here was
to convert to black and white and to include
the upward road to ‘who knows where’ and
the gate blocking the path. Old cars and
photos of old cars can all have a story,
and for some, it’s a long one. Hopefully,
the picture encourages the imagination each
time it is viewed.
- Steve

Selected by Jeanne Quillan
WHY I LIKED IT:
Immediately, I was drawn to its title “It’s a Long
Story” and its great composition. Often times, a title
says as much about an image as the photo itself,
drawing the viewer to connect with it. It intrigues
me, causing me to question…what is the long story?
Where does this road lead? Has the truck traveled
this road many times, but in the past? It draws my
eye directly into the woods, perhaps where the
answers to these questions lie. I feel it was
excellently done as a monochrome image.
- Jeanne

Don Wollander, Long-Time GRCC Member, Passes Away
Long-time Grand Rapids Camera Club member Don Wollander died on Tuesday, May 26, 2015 at
a local nursing home. His wife Shirlee is one of our GRCC members. Click this link to see more:
http://obits.mlive.com/obituaries/grandrapids/obituary.aspx?n=donald-a-wollander&pid=174939105&fhid=8222
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When Changes Occur

New Digital Email Address
As of April 2015, our old email address of digital@grcameraclub.org
is no longer being used; any emails sent to that address will not be
received. You will need to use images@grcameraclub.org
for sending all your competition images and any other emails to our
Digital Coordinator, Jim Shearer Jr.

If you have any changes to
your email address or
other information,
let Christine Mooney know
(to keep our membership
list up-to-date).

Remember, Jim will always acknowledge the receipt of your
images. If you do not hear from him, assume something is wrong
and contact him about the issue. Contact information can be found
on our website.

Email Christine at:
treasurer@grcameraclub.org

GRCC Assigned Subjects for 2015-2016
June.........Bird’s-Eye View

2015

SUMMER BREAK
September........Shoes

2016

January......Boats and Ships
March........Vintage
April..........Color Blue
May...........Intentionally Blurred

June.........Texture
SUMMER BREAK

October..........Churches of Any Kind
November......Latches, Handles
		
and Hinges
December......Starts with “Z”
September.....Solitude
October..........Song Titles
November......This Old House
December......Junkyard

The 2015 and 2016 Assigned Subjects and definitions are available on our website on the Competition
Corner page. A business-card-size list, without definitions, is also available at our meetings.

Be a Reporter for the Lights & Shadows
Member News

Let’s make the most of our
newsletter... If you have news
that is photographically related
about yourself or another
member, send it my way.
Just click on the email link
below and include “Member
News” in the subject line.

Photography News

L&S Feedback

Photography popularity is increasing
because of advances in technology and
the internet. When you discover something (you’ve bought or seen on the
internet) that you think our members
might like, send me the info or link.
Use the email link below and include
“Photograpy News” in the subject line.

Let me know what you think about
our newsletter. We have articles
submitted by many GRCC members, and feedback and comments
are welcomed and appreciated.
Use the email link below and
include “L&S Feedback”
in the subject line.

LSNewsEditor@grcameraclub.org
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by GRCC Member Kelly Walkotten
Tips From Kelly...
Changing the Brush Size and Opacity

Kelly Walkotten is a
West Michigan Photographer,
Presenter, and Teacher of
Adobe Photoshop Elements,
Photoshop CS6 and
Lightroom 4. She started with
Photoshop 7 about eight years
ago and has continued to
upgrade as they programs did,
adding Lightroom when it was
still in beta.
Kelly has taught Photoshop classes and
presented photography programs for many
camera clubs and groups throughout
Michigan, as well as Arizona and Florida.
She currently teaches Photoshop at
Workshoots Studio in Grand Rapids.
Kelly has also led seminars on Lightroom,
and teaches at the SWMCCC Summer
Weekend of Photography.

When using the Paint Brush Tool in Photoshop, you can make the
size of the brush larger or smaller by using the bracket keys on the
keyboard (located next to the P key). The left bracket key makes the
brush smaller. The right bracket key makes the brush size larger.
When using the paint brush tool in Photoshop, you also can use the
numeric keys 0-10 to control the brush opacity (ie. 1=10%, 2=20%).
Hold the Shift key while pressing the number to change the flow.

While you are using the brush tool you do not have to go back to the
options palette to change the brush size or softness. Left bracket key
‘[’ decreases the brush size and Right bracket key ‘]’ increases the
brush size. Similarly Shift + [ decreases hardness (makes the brush
soft) and Shift + ] increases the hardness of the brush.

Her work can be viewed at:
www.KellyWalkottenPhotography.com

Thank You for the Treats!

Mark Your Calendars

Newsletters are planned for every month
except July and August. If you have GRCC news,
information or photos for the September
Lights & Shadows, please get these submitted
on or before Thursday, August 27, 2015.
You can send them to the Lights & Shadows editor:
LSNewsEditor@grcameraclub.org

Visitors are Welcome to
Attend our Meetings!
Regular meetings are held
the third Wednesday of the
month except for
February, July and August.

A big thank you for bringing in treats
for our May meeting:
Kathy Kendall, Jan Lewis and Cal Fagley
And a big thank you to Caroline Shearer
for all her efforts in organizing, setup
and cleanup!
First Drive After
Exit Traffic Light

LAKE MICHIGAN DR

WALKER AVE

27

COVELL

AUG

28 TH ST

Time:
Location:
		
		

7:15 PM
Boy Scouts of America
3213 Walker Ave. NW
Walker, MI

Graphic Design Services provided by Greg Ferguson at GV Graphics • Helping Your Business Look Good • Web: gvg.us • Email: greg@gvg.us
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